INTRODUCTION
Blended Wing Body (BWB) aircraft, which are also more simply called Blended Wing aircraft, or Hybrid Wing/ Body aircraft, designates an alternative airframe design which incorporates design features from both a futuristic fuselage and flying wing design having potential advantages in aerial refueling role -less carburant consume (relative 20%) -and reduction of noise for example.
The MOB aerodinamic model used in this article is derived from the work done by Castro [5] .
Several research studies indicate that the BWB concept offers a significant performance improvement as compared to conventional civil transportation aircraft due to its efficient aerodynamic configuration.
In literature, it is stated that this current BWB aircraft model is the result of a multidisciplinary design optimization performed by a consortium of companies, research institutes and universities.
The initial aircraft design was made by Cranfield University, where the European MOB (Multidisciplinary Optimisation Blended Wing Body) planform was initially analized by Castro [5] and later by Smith and Addasi [6] .
The aim of the current research was to perform a linear analysis of a Blended Wing Body aircraft model in order to provide a basis for a future study on Pilot-InducedOscillations (PIO) proness of this model. Depending on the model of the airplane used these oscillations can be studied in the longitudinal case in the lateral-directional case.
The reader can consult, for example the master thesis [8] for the longitudinal case, and, the paper [9] , for lateral directional case.
Trim analysis was done by solving the differential equations of motion (2) for a straight and level flight condition (see, for example, the algebraic relations (22) and (23)), for the lateral-directional system.
THE NONLINEAR MOB BWB MODEL
In order to obtain the non-linear BWB aerodinamic model (3) -which is also treated in [1] , derived from the work done by Castro [5] -one must consider the the general equations of unsteady motion given bellow (see [7] , p. 104): • v -aircraft speed along Y body axis ( s m )
• p -variation of the  roll angle (roll rate)
• r -variation of the yaw angle (yaw rate about the yaw xis)
•  -roll angle of the aircraft (rad)
•  ,  -is the pitch and respectively the yaw angle
• q -variation of the pitch angle (pitch rate)
• velocity vector relative to Earth frame of reference ) , , ( 
Remark 3.
denotes the yawing moment induced by the engine relative to the center of gravity of the aircraft and this term should be zero if all the engines work at the same thrust amount. E N Remark 4. In the system bellow, taken from [1] , in the first equation, actually we must have the term   sin cos g with the "+" sign, taking into account the fact that in [1] the Jacobian matrix shows this term derived with plus and also because in [2] , p. 95 we have also the term with "+" sign.
Because of these considerations, the system (3) must be written as (2) . One can denote the fact that the mass and inertias parameters for the MOB BWB aircraft are relatively similar with the Boeing 747 (see [4] , p. 210).
The side force along positive Y body axis and the roll/yaw moments about the X and Z axis respectively are given by
where we have the following aerodynamic coefficients which are expressed bellow
• y C -aerodynamics side force
Remark 4. 
where represents the total velocity. • T denotes transpose since U is a column vector;
• a  is the aileron deflection angle;
• r  is the rudder deflection angle.
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL NORMALISED DERIVATES
Body axis systems are always fixed to the body -they move and rotate with it. The orientation of the body axes is shown in Fig. 1 
, along with the notation for positive linear force (X, Y, Z), velocity (u, v, w), angular velocity components (p, q, r) and moment (L, M, N).
The X axis is measured positive forward of midships, and negative aft. The Y axis is positively measured to starboard, and negative to port. The Z axis is measured as positive down, and negative up. 
BWB -TRIM VALUES COMPUTATION
For the system (2) we make the notations that can be taken from the table above (Table 1) .
For the trim state we have Using the Table 1 , the system (2) transforms itself into the following system:
The homogenous system associated to the system (11) is given bellow: 
From relations (12), (13) and (14), we have the results given by
We have used the following notations:
From symbolic computations (making substitutions into the (21), however a numeric evaluation of them, for the arbitrary perturbed state has not been made since, using the (22) and (23) , (25) converge to (24).
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The values in (18) are as follows
The Jacobian matrix of the system (2) is
where the terms  
MATLAB LINEAR SIMULATION WITH ZERO INPUT
In this section we present a MatLab linear simulation for system
where we have made the following notations:
• A is the Jacobian matrix of system (2) evaluated in the initial point (25); 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper corrections have been made to the original system proposed in [1] (we took the term   sin cos g , correctly with the "+" sign) and, like in the original article, the stability of the system is highlighted (the real parts of the eigenvalues associated to the the linearized system around the trim point are negative).
In the case of the numerical simulations it is shown the fact that the system (2) converge from the initial point (25) to the trim point (24) (Figures 4-7) .
The results obained are based on correct assumptions (correct sign, corelations with other references, for example [2] ) and, as a future work a PIO susceptibility analysis should be performed together with a more extended numerical simulation regarding the non-linear BWB model.
